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EARLY SPANISH CARTOGRAPHY OF

THE imW WORLD.

With bpbcial rspbrxncb to thb

WOLFBNBUTTBL-SPANna MAP AND TBB

WORK or DlEOO RlBBRO

Great value attaches to old maps as sources in the study

of Histovy. They often indicatei by mere touch, a story

of exploration or discoveryi concerning which the written

documents are silent. Portuguese discoveries along the

northeast coast of America are vastly better i%corded on

early maps than either in extant official documents or in

the personal narratives of the explorers themselves.

''Historians, geographers, explorers, and travelers,''

says Kohl, ''have sometimes laid down on their maps and

charts certain facts of which they omit to speak in their

reports and books, finding it easier to speak to the
eye

than

to the ear; rather to convey
the information they wish to

impart, by using the brief and compact delineation of the

map,
instead of the diffuse and combersome phriBuseology

of the book. "*

It is cause for regret that so few majps of the early years

of great geographical discovery have come down to us.

Numerous references in the literature of the period bear

witness that those extant are but a remnant of the
many

which were then constructed.* With scarcely an exception

^KoU: History of the DlMOvwy of Ifaias^ in PubUoBfttoiis of the Ifalne Hittorieal

Society, Vol. I, p. 26.

*
HarriiM: The Discovery of North Aoierlca, pp. 870 seq. Mentkni is here made

of these references.

It may here be stated that the words t^ari and map In this paper are used as

ssmonsrmous.
There is historical and scientific reason for emplosring the former

when speakinc of coast and marine geography, and the latter when speaking of land

geography.



the original maps,
that is the coast sketches made by pilots,

captains, and professional coemographers, who accom-panied

the eariy exploring expeditions, have been lost or

destroyed. Extant maps, for the most part, are derivatives,

into which numerous de visu sketches and descriptive

records have entered.

These, very naturally, do not possess equal merit. Inac-curate

surveys,* careless transcriptions,^ intentional fals-ifications,'

preconceived and often erroneous geographical

notions,* enter in part, as determining factors into the

quality of the chart-maker's product. There were niuner-

ous practical and theoretical difficulties with which the

chart-makers had to contend, and these difficulties were

very tardily overcome. Such facts should not be over-looked

in the study and interpretation of old maps. Despite

the many defects, through their legends, their pictures,

their geographical nomenclature, through the delineations

of coast lines, old maps possess a value as sources above

that which historians have generally ascribed to them.

Both as geographical and as historical documents they are

indeed worthy careful study, yielding, on critical examina-tion,

most interesting and profitable results in both fields.

Very naturally one woidd expect to find the greatest

activity in charting the newly found coasts, in those coun-tries

most directly interested in maritime exploration, and

among
their

map products to find those of greatest impor-tance

which were draughted during the period of discovery.

Yet in this connection the following briefly stated facts

are worthy of note touching the cartographical interests

'This of ooune wm due to tho oomparatiyaly primltivo ttftte of dauUobI loionM.

*Ii ia atpeoially noUoeablo in the ipeUinc of the namee. He who underteket to

deoipher the geognphioel DMMom and lefendf on theee early mape finde hImaeU

repeatedly eoiifronted with perplexing problems.
'
Santa Gnu

saye that the Portugueae weie in the habit of oonatructing false mape

for sale to foreicners, while those for use at home were more nearly oorreotly drawn.

Vids Navarrete: Opusoulos Vol. I, p. 61 seq. We learn from the report of the

Badajos Junta of 1624 that many maps were submitted in evidenoe which purposely

eontained errors. Vids the interesting extracts from the records touching the

deliberations of the JunU in Blair and Robertson: The Philippine islands, Vol. I.

pp. 166-222.

'Note especially the sunriyal of the Ptolemaic ideas; the idea of the existence of

a strait through which one might pass from the Atlantic to the Pacific; the idea of

an Asiatic connection of the New World, et al.



and influences of the eeveral European states:
"

^The Juan

de la Cosa map is the only one of great importance known

which was draughted in Spain during the first thirty years

after Columbus opened the
way to the new regions in the

west. Portuguese influence during this period is most

strikingly pronounced in maps extant which lay down the

new coasts. Although native Italians were among the

most prominent explorers and chart-makers who served

the kings of Spain and Portugal, the Italian cartographers

at home exhibited a tardy interest m addmg these new '

coasts to their world maps, but after the middle of the

sixteenth century their work came to be of first importance.

It is further noteworthy that the Qermans, although occupy-ing

an inland country, through their interest in the new

scientific studies, particularly geography, and mathematics

as applied to astronomy and navigation, exerted an influence

upon
the cartography of the New World during the early

years of the sixteenth century, unsurpassed by any other

country of Europe. French cartography is comparatively

of late origin, exhibiting from the first both Spanish and

Portuguese influence, while the important cartographical

documents of the Low Coimtries and of England belong

to the late sixteenth century.^

The evolution of New World cartography is but inci-dentally

the theme of this paper. Its primary purpose

is to direct attention to some of the more striking facts

in the development of Spanish cartography imtil the

appearance of its best t3T"e" that which may be

called the Sevillan, and to consider this best type as

we find it exhibited particularly in the Wolfenbiittel-

Spanish map,
which document hitherto has been but briefly

mentioned.^

* Vid9 SteTenaon: Typieal Early Maps of the New Worid, In BuUetin of the Amer-

lean Oeocraphieal Sodety, AprU 1007, i"p. 202-224.

'Harriflse: Diaoovery of North Ameriea, p. 680 refen to it aa "WolfenbQttel Hap

B'* (should read A), and qtiotee a few of the namee whioh appear for the first time

on this map. Biggar: Voyages of the Cabots and Oorte-Reals in Revue Hispanique,

1003, p. 408 refers to its important Labrador legend.

Stevenson: Maps iUustratiiig early DisooTsry and Exploration in America, 1008-

1006, No. 8.' A few oopies of the map In siie of the original were reprodueed In this

"eries and fai the acoompanying text It was briefly deseribed.
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At a date much earlier than the discovery of America

the science of navigation, and what pertained thereto, includ-ing

chart-making, was taught in the principal ports of

Spain and Portugal ''From the time when the
memory

of man runneth not to the contrary/' reads a Qedula of

Ferdinand and Isabella referring to the long existence of

laws regulating the affairs of a school of Basque pilots at

the port of Cadiz, which laws, by this $edula of March 18,

1500, received royal confirmation.*

At other ports, such as that of Palos and Seville, there

could scarcely have been less activity. Strangely enough,

the work of these early Spanish schools has practically all

disappeared save a9 some of its features may have been

incorporated into later and yet surviving charts.^"

In the oldest extant map which exhibits any considerable

part of the new lands discovered in the west, we have the

work of a Biscayan chart-maker and that of one who pe^^

haps found employment m his early years in the port of

Cadiz.

It is possible that the Juan de la Cosa map gives us a

fair example of an early Cadiz or Palos type of map-making ;^^

it certainly does not belong to that which I have called

the Sevillan type although draughted at ''Puerto de Santa

Maria'' where the distinguished pilot made his home for

some years.

Were an earlier type to be found than that represented

by the work of Juan de la Cosa it doubtless would greatly

magnify the insular character of the new discoveries. It

appears to have been the early belief of Columbus that

he had "found many islands," and his word doubtless had

a determining influence in the first efforts to cimrt the new

regions. We probably have in part a survival of an early

Spanish theory and map-type in the Munich-Portuguese

*NaTMr0to: Diiertaeion aobre la Historia de la NAutioa, p. 857.

*^An intonstinc and helpful monograph oould be written on the early Spanith

"ehooUi of ehart-maken. No attempt haa been made at a syBtematio presentation

of this subjeot.

*^
The most aatiafactory reproduction of this map ia that knied in 1892 by Ganovae

Vallejo y Traynor. A new iamie ia proposed for the aeries edited by Edward L.

Steyenaon under the auapicea of the Hiq"anio Society of America.



chart of about 1602,^' as also in the Kmg chart of about

the same date.

The insular theory seems not to have been generally

held in Spain or in Portugal after about 1500. Although

Spanish maps of the first twenty years of the sixteenth

century, as I have said, are wanting to prove the assertion,

the fact is abundantly attested by other evidence. Portu-guese

maps, for example, furnish proof positive that after

the Corte-Real voyages there was a prevailing belief in the

existence of a continent lying between the ocean which

stretches to the west of Europe and the ocean stretching

to the east of Asia or Cathay.

We know that the Spanish sovereigns on|[the return of

Columbus were interested in acquiring detailed information

concerning the geography of the new discoveries and in

the charting of the
same, though it does not appear that

they at once formulated a policy which called for royal

supervision in the construction of such charts. Official

Spanish mapi^ are of later date. "Forward to us immedi-ately

the map
which

we asked you to send us before your

departure, complete, and write thereon the names," was

the request sent by the Queen to Columbus in September

1493, which perhaps was the mere expression of a personal

desire to be well informed concerning the new acquisitions

and that too from the best source. He was not called upon

to keep secret his knowledge; on the contrary he and not

the sovereign was to say
whether the information was to

be generally known. "If you. do not wish us to show the

map to any one'', said the Queen, "yoU should write so."^'

The decade following the first voyage of Columbus was

the period in which Bishop Juan Rodriguez de Fonesca

"
In part raprodueed in Ktmstmaiin's Atlas. It may be found in riie of the original

in Stevenson: Maps illustrating early Exploration and Disoovery in the New Worid,

New Brunswick, 1908-1006, Number 2. A reproduotlon of the King Ohartmaybe

found in Nordenskiold: Periplus, Plate XLV. To these eharts, exhibiting the New

World as insular in character, may be added the Lenox Globe, deeeribed by De Costa

in the Magasine of American History, September 1807; the so-called Da Vinci Gores,

described by Major in Arehiologia, Vol. 40; the Ja^Jonicus Globe, a remaikable

and little known gjlobe, described by Tadeus Estreioher in Bulletin International

de I'Aoad^mie des sciences de Cracovie, Man 1000.

''
Vide Harrisse 1. e. p. 402.
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exercised a general supervision over all matters pertaining

to colonial and maritime affairs. Though imperious,

selfish,and jealous of Spanish interests in most of his deal-ings,

it is hardly probable, as has often been asserted, that

an effort was made to keep secret a knowledge of the location

of the discoveries and of their extent. It could not have

been done had it been desired. Information accimiulated

rapidly which both official and clandestine explorers brought

back from trans-Atlantic voyages and this information was

incorporated into the work of the chart-makers who with

great freedom plied their trade in the principal ports, selling

their copies to their countrymen or to foreigners who carried

them to their distant homes.^^

The loss of Spanish charts on which the discoveries were

sketched, can not be attributed either to an early or a late

state policy of enforcing secrecy concerning the discoveries.^*

Not the least important reason for their disappearance,

and there are many reasons, is the fact that maps of the new

regions were soon out of date and became therefore prac-tically

worthless.^*

A systematic supervision of all matters pertaining to the

Indies began in 1503 with the establishment of the Casa de la

Contratacion.^^ In the organization of this Indian House

provision was made for all things necessary (todoa loa

aparejos) to the proper transaction of business connected

with the affairs of the new possessions. Its pilots were

recognized as especially skillful. Its chart-makers had

superior facilities for their work, being at all time supplied

with the latest geographical infonnation.^^

^^Ghrifltopher Golumbui lent hk own map to Paloe to be copied, on requctt of

Angelo TrivigiAno, Secretary of the Venetian Legation in Spain. VinU for a letter

of Trivigiano, dated Auguit 21, 1501 in Harrine: Cbriatopbe Colomb, Vol. II, pp.

116-124.

^'Tbere
was doubtlesa. at timet, certain information wbicb botb Spain and Por-tugal

deaiied to keep aecret conoeming new diaooveriea. It la certain tbat it never

waa a general and a fixed policy to keep all knowledge of tbe diaooveriea cecret.

^It
waa not an uncommon practice to alter the date of mapa, where originally

given. An intereeting.Hluatration may be found in the caae of the Maiollo inap of

1527 which waa altered, though we know not when, to 1687. ViiU the reproduction

in Steveneon: Mapa Uluatrating early diaoovery and Exploration, Number 10.

"Navarrete: OoUeceion de Vlagea. Vol. 11, p. 285.

^
Bancroft: Central America, Vol. I, p. 282, gives some of the detaila concerning

the organiaatlon of the Caaa.
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It could not have been to enforce secrecy that, as Linages

tells us/.* the official charts of the Casa de la Contratacion

were kept in a strong box, the keys of which were entrusted

to the pilot major and to the cosmographer, for we find

that an ordinance of July 12, 1512, authorized the pilot

major, then Juan Diaz de Soils, to make and sell, at a fixed

price, copies of the official map to any pilot who wished

to purchase.*^

The number and the variety of maps must have rapidly

multiplied in the early years of the sixteenth century, and

the Casa must have had a rich store of such documents.

Prompted by the fact that numerous errors had crept into

the maps offered for sale, and also by the commendable

desire to have all maps, particularly those passmg as official

record the latest geographical data, a royal order was issued

August 6, 1508, for the creation of a padran real, an official

pattern or standard map.^^ To this end the most skilful

pilots of the realm were to be organized as a commission,

over which commission Amerigo Vespucci, recently

appointed pilot major,^ was to preside. It was ordered

* that this pattern map
should include "all lands and islands

of the Indies discovered to date and belonging to the

crown.'' All official pilots were commanded to use it on

their voyage, under penalty for violation, and were to

record thereon "all new lands, islands, bays, harbors, and

other things worthy of being noted. "*"
On their return

to Spain this was to be handed over to the pilot major^

oath being required as to the truthfulness of the report,

and he with the official cosmographer was to consider the

"VeltlA LlnitMi MorU dt la OoatntMlon dt 1m XbiUm ooddnUlM, lib. II"

m.^xl.
**

Fieit Mufioi MSS. Vol. xf, toL 106 for a copy of the onUimnoo. It appean,

however, that that part of the ordinaiioe, which granted a monopoly prlvilete to the

pilot major to adl oopies of the oiBelal mape wai not striotly obwnred. The padron

real, we know, wai eounterfeited and lold at if offieial. Vide Mnfios MSS. Vol.

xo, fol. 123 for reference to an application by the pilot major for redress. Mnnos

MSS. Vol. xlir, fol. 2 gjlves an interestlnc dialogue fay Ferdinand Columbus touching

the subject of restrictions which the pOot major attempted to impoee upon pflots

and masters. This is translated by Harrisse, Discoveries, p. 904.

*^Navarrete: Colecdon de Doeumentoe, Vol. Ill, p. BOO.

**
Vespucd was appointed pHot major March 22, 1506. Navarrete: 1. o. Vol. Ill,

p. 207.

**Vids Navarrete as in note 21.
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advisability of inserting in the large standard map of the

hydrographio office such data as had been gathei^.^ If

we now possessed a copy of such pattern map or maps,

those bearing a genuinely official character, we should be

supplied with detailed and graphic information concerning

the progress of discovery. But these standard or pattern

maps have likewise disappeared, though we possess not a

few examples of Spanish cartographical work which have

at least a semi-official character/ and perhaps are imperfect

copies of official maps. Not the least interesting of these

is the Wolfenbiittel-Spanish map.

Confusion of data was the inevitable result of the great

accumulation of information gathered somewhat promisr-

cuously.

A pattern map to be useful had to be truthful since con-fusion

of claims and political complications could easily

result from inaccurate reports.

In 1616 Spain seized Portuguese vessels which had

crossed the Line of Demarcation and entered the region of

Spanish jurisdiction, and Portugal retaliated by seizing

Spanish ships. To avoid further conflict between these

two countries a junta of pilots was called to correct the

maps, and to make the necessary surveys that future differ-ences

might be avoided.^ Among those participating in

the work of this junta of 1515 we find the names of Sebastian

Cabot, the Pinzons, Juan Vespucci, Antonio Mauro, and

that of the pilot major, Juan Diaz de Solis.^ Kohl thinks

it not improbable that we have in part, the work of the

"^''It
was evidently a plane ohart, traveraed by the line of demarcation, suoh

at it had been eettled between Spain and Portugal in 1494, drawn at a diatance equal

to five degrees of longitude west of the westemmoet of the Gape de Verde ialandi;

but at first with no indioation of the degrees of latitude, except as such oould be

derived from its equator and tropic of cancer, as in Ja Oosa's great map. After-ward

it was crossed with latitudinal, and later still, also with longitudinal lines."

Harriase: The Discovery of North America, p. 259.

This conjecture of Harriase is almost a perfect, though brief description of the

Wolfenbattel map, which mim" Harriase had not seen, although he had very briefly

described it.

"Herrera: Decades. II, lib. i. zii.

"*
Spain employed as pilots, captains, and cosmographers, men of different nation-alities,

perhaps for the information they were thought to possess as well as for their

special skill. Vide for a partial list, Harrisse 1. c. pp. 261-262; also the biographical

notes at the end of the volume.
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junta, or of a Spanish pattern map prepared under the

auspices of Solis, in the map of 1519 by Veconte Maiollo,

and that on the Munich-Portuguese map of about the

same date we find the New World laid down from the

Portuguese standpoint.*^

The success of the Magellan expedition led to new polit-ical

difficulties by opening a western route to the Indies

of the east. The Cortes conquest of Mexico with other

Spanish advances in exploration, quickened in general

the spirit of New World adventure. In short throughout

the decade following the meeting of the junta in 1515,

whose work appears to have amoimted to very little,there

had been many new discoveries, all of which had been

charted with varying degrees of accuracy, and most of this

information had found its way into the hydrographic 6ffice

of the pilot major. Not a few maps of large size appear

to have been drawn in this period by non-official chart-

makers, such as those executed by Garcia de Torino, a copy

of which we probably have in the Turin-Spanish map of

about 1523.*

Again in 1524 a junta of pilots and others who had knowl-edge

of the Indies both east and west met at Badajoz and

Yelves to imdertake the adjustment of Spanish and Portu-guese

rival claims affected by the Magellan and other

expeditions.'' The position of the Line of Demarcation

was the first point of vital importance for this junta to

settle. Qomara says there were many days spent by this

commission in examining the globes and marine maps

which had. been brought to Badajoz.^. If we had the

''Kohl: Die belden Mltesten QeneralkArtmi Ton Ameriks, p. 80. No superior

pieoe of map etody htm ever been pubUdied then ii this woik by Dr. J. G. Kohl,

"ppewing in 1800. It htm been an infalnabli referenoe work in the preparation of

this paper.

The two maps, referred to by Kohl, and in part reprodueed by him, as well as the

Maiollo map and the Mmiioh-PortugtMse map ha^e been reprodueed oomplete, and

in siae of the orisinals in Stevenson: Maps illustrating early Diseovery and Explora-tion,

Numbers 4, 6, 0, 11.

**
Vide the repitxluetion of this map in sise of the origittal with a brief description,

in Stevenson: Maps, No. 0.

*An exeellent account of this oonferenee may be found in Blair and Robertson:

The Philippine Islands, Vol. I, pp. 160 seq.

"^Gomara: Historia de las Indies, Cap. 100.
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charts there exhibited by the representatives of the two

nations, they would scarcely prove to be pf much scientific

value, since both parties were bent on a policy of deception

and, in support of their respective claims, presented maps

that were either antequated or were purposely falsified. If

the results of the conference were not alike satisfactory

to all, the Spaniards, at least, were now agreed that this

line, as Gomara tells us, should extend through Punta de

Humos, on the Marafion, and Punta de Buen Abrigo, on

the Laplata, and that it should extend to the westward of

the Moluccas which would place these islands under the

Spanish fiag.^^

Such is about the position of the line as we find it on the

maps of the Sevillan type.

Learning that the existing charts were contradictory

and uncertain, a revision, for a third time, was ordered by

the Emperor October 6, 1526. Over the junta, which he

appointed, Ferdinand Columbus was called to preside.^'

Although this son of the great discoverer was a chart-maker

of some distinction and was pilot major. Kohl is scarcely

warranted in attributing the Weimar-Spanish map of 1527

to him, merely because he was the junta's presiding officer,

though the map he thinks was the direct outcome of the con-ference

and hence the new official map. An order of the Queen

makes it very certain that the new and corrected map,
if

constructed before 1533, was the work of Diego Ribero.^

There is, however, good reason for thinking that in the four

'^Qomaa 1. o. Gap. 100.

Oviedo says **D6iide el Oabo del Palouff i la Uxiia de la demarcacioo que tiene Gaa-

tilla con Portugal, viniendo al OoQidente la coata, abaxo bay oohenta leguas: la qual

linia paaaa de Norte i Sur, por la punta que llaman de Fumn/i% 6 Hw/m^ *en la Tferra-

Firme, baau nuestro polo Artioo, y reeponde en la parte austral hi^l* al Ant^irtooo,

en el dlcho Oabo de Buen Abrigo." Historia General, lib. xxi., cap. iii.,in Vol.

U.. p. 122.

^Vid/t Herrera: Decadea, III. lib. iv., cap. zi.

** YidM Harriaae 1. e. p. 266 wbere tbe order of tbe Queen b given. From thia

It appears tbat the ohart was not constructed, since tbe order is dated May 20, 1636.

It reads in Harrisse translation '*Don Fernando Columbus: You are well aware that

my lord the Emperor, by one of his gedula dated from Grenada, on the sixth day

of the month of October, in the year one thousand five hundred and twenty-six,

charged you with ordering from Diego Ribero, our pilot, and other individuals, a

"ailing chart which should embrace all the islands and continent now discovered,

or to be found hereafter ....".
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extant Sevillan maps draughted shortly after the conference

of 1526 and bearing in two cases the name of Diego Ribero

we have a near approach to a royal standard map if not

virtual copies of one. Neither of them, however, bears'

the official attest though each gives evidence of having

been based upon information furnished by the Casa de la

Contratacion. Of these, the Wolfenbiittel
map has the

most detailed geographical nomenclature, indeed a richer

nomenclature than has any other map of the first fifty

years after the Columbus discovery^

The oldest Spanish maps of importance which have

come down to us belong, then, to the third decade of the

sixteenth century, and of these there are no less than
seven,

all of considerable size.
'
Arranged in what I take to be an

accurate chronological order they mAy be designated as

the Turin-Spanish,** the Salviati,**the Mantuan,"* the

Weimar-Spaniph,*^ the Weimar-Ribero,** the Fropaganda-

Ribero,*^ and the Wolfenbiittel-Spanish.

All clearly possess at least a semi-official character, but

exhibit shades of differences, the last five being strikingly

similar. All belong to what I have called the Sevillw

type, a type which persists to the end of the century,

repeatedly modified, however, through an incorporation

"^Thk
map may be found in the Royal Library of Tnrin, Italy. It ii 201 by 100

em. in die, ii uniigned and undated, but ii probably the worlt of Qraeia de Torino.

Internal eridenee Beema to warrant our flsring iti date at 1528.

**
A manueeript map of the world on parehment 200 by 98 em. in etie, and is pre- -

"erved in the Laurentlan Library of Florenoe, Italy. It is neither signed nor dated,

but appears to have been drawn before 1626. Twiee on the map the eoat of arms

of the Salviati appears.

"This
map belong;ing to Uarquis D. Rosa Oastiglioni of Mantua, Italy, is 218 by

81 em. in sise. It reeemUes very dosely the Ribero maps. A reprpduetion of a

small part of the map may be found in Raoeolta di DoeumentI e Studi, Pt. ir. Vol.

II. Tar. in.

''A world map 216 by 86 em. in else. It is in the possession of the Grand Ducal

Library of Weimar, Germany. It is dated 1627 and is signed merely "vn Coemo-

grapho de St Magesdad."

"This world map, the work Of "Diego Ribero Oosmographo de su Magestad**

Is dated 1620. It is 217 by 80 em. in else, and is preserved in the Grand Ducal

Library of Weimar.

"This
map is framed and hangs in the Museum of tho Propaganda, Rome.

It is signed, as the former, by Ribero. It has been reprodueed by Griggi of London,

though much reduced In sise.

Numbers 1, 2. 4, 6, In the order here gjlven were issued in 1003-1006 by the

author of this paper under the title "Maps illustrating early Exploration and Die-

oovery in the New World"
" twelve maps, each in ttse of the original.)
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of the results of successive discoveries. Three of them

are dated, two bearing the name of Diego Ribero and are

dated 1529; the third of 1527 purports to be the work of

a Cosmographer of his Majesty, (vn cosmographo de Sv.

Magestad).

The Wolfenbtittel map is one embodying the most impor-tant

features of the type, but is neither signed nor dated,

^t is probably not of later date than 1530, and may have

been drawn as early as 1527. So striking is the resemblance

in coast outline and nomenclature to the signed work of

Bibero that it at once suggests his authorship. It would

add no little interest to the document were we able to deter-mine

this point. In the spelling of its geographical names

it follows Ribero far more closely than it does either of the

others mentioned. Its landscapes closely resemble the

landscapes of the Propaganda Ribero. It exhibits, how-ever,

additional geographical information, but we know

that the work of that distinguished chart-maker did not

end with that which he has dated 1529, as he continued

his scientific activities until his death in 1533.

There appears to be but little known of the life of Diego

Ribero. It is certain that he was a native of Portugal

where he probably acquired his great skill as a scientific

chart-maker. No earlier reference to him has been found

than that recorded by Navarrete wherem the statement

is made that he was entrusted with the construction of charts

for the Magellan expedition, and it is implied that he did

his work under the direction of Reinel.^ As early as 1523

we find him referred to as '^Cosmografo, mestre de hacer

cartas e astrolabios e otros mgenios, con 25000 de salario. "^^

In 1524 he was summoned as ''Consultor" (Scientific ex-

pert)to attend the Junta of Badajoz, and to supply the neces-sary

globes, charts, and instruments for the determination of

the important geographical questions which might come

before that body such as the determination of the Line

of Demarcation. In this same year he assisted the Genoese

^Nftvmmto: Ooltodon IV, p. 166.

^Mufioi HSS. LXXV, 218; LXXVI, 808.
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Ambassador Martin Centurione, in the preparation of a

Spanish edition of Duarte Barbosa's description of the East
,

Indian region.^^ When in 1525 Da Loaysa undertook

his South Sea expedition he had with him charts which

iRibero had constructed.^ So far as we have knowledge

he never visited the New World, though it appears that

he was a practical seaman, for in 1525 he is referred to as

"Piloto de Su Magestad."^ He was on intimate terms

with Ferdinand Columbus, who during the absence of

Sebastian Cabot on his La Plata expedition, was entrusted

with the office of Pilot Major.^ Ribero was selected as

Columbus' assistant and had assigned to him the place of

examiner of pilots in which work he was assisted by Alonso

de Chaves.

In 1526 the Emperor Charles V, directed that a new

standard map should be constructed and he commanded

Ferdinand Columbus that he should entrust the work to

Diego Ribero and certain other designated cosmographers.^

Not only was he an expert in the construction of globes,

charts, and nautical instruments, but from Navarrete wie

learn that he
was the inventor of a "Bombas de achicar"

(ship pump) and that the Emperor rewarded him for this

with eOOOmrs.*^

Of the signed work of Ribero which has^come down to

us we have the two maps of 1529. If the Wolfenbuttel

map
is not the work of his hand, there is good reason for

affirming it to be a direct copy of a map drawn by this

very distinguished chart-maker.

While the other Sevillan
maps to which I have called

attention include the greater part of the world, are covered

with numerous compass lines, have numerous compass

roses, and have also the degrees of latitude and longitude

^
Oviedo in Ramusio ni, p. 180 refers to Ribero aa a writer stating that he had

l"repared a work on Gosmosraphy.

^Navarrete: Ooleceion V, 265. Also Vi 270 where tlie eharts of Ribero and

Nufio Garda are eompared.

^MafioBMSS.LXXVII. 160; LXXVIIl. 181.

''Herreral.
e. Ill, 294; IV, 80.

^Oviedo 1. e. II, 149. It does not M^pear that tliis chart was constructed. Vidg

ante, p. 378 n.

*'
Navarrete: 1. e. I. p. OXXIV.
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indicated though omitting all parallel and meridian lines save

the circles, the tropics, and the equator, the Wolfenbiittel

map
includes only the western half of the world, that is, the

Americas, and the Molucca Islands with a small part of

the neighboring mainland, omits the compas? lines and the

compas? roses, and all indications of graduation save that

the circles and the equator are drawn.

The map is richly colored and is remarkably well pre-served.

Though its colors are mellowed with age, its

legends and its geographical nomenclature, partly in red

and partly in black according to the practice of early chart-

makers, can easily be read with but few exceptions. The

numerous landscapes are rather conventional, most of them

"being enlivened with pictures of animals, either birds or

monkeys.

It is drawn on two large parchment sheets, the one 70

by 83 cm. the other 58 by 83 cm., and so constructed as to

admit a perfect adjustment. The two artistic wind heads

in the upper and the lower comers on the left, there being

none on the right, seem to argue that the mnp-maker had

designed a world map, of which the Old World part, if

completed, has been lost. Only the regions of Spain's

new discoveries and possessions appear.

Very little is known of the history of the chart, a fact

which the author of this paper received from Qeheimrath

Otto V. Heinnemann, former Librarian of the Wolfenbiittel

Grand Ducal Library, in which library this valuable docu-ment

b preserved. In that part of the printed catalogue

of the library titled ''Zugabe zur zweiten Abteilung die

Augusteischen Handschriften'' it is entered as '^104 A

und B (olim 94 und 95) Aug. foL, 16 Jahrh. (urn 1525).

Zwei BU. 3891, 3892." The catalogue reference, contain-ing

a very brief description of the two parts, concludes with

the following note:
"

''Ein Facsimile der Earte A habe ich

seiner Zeit zur Weltausstellung nach Chicago geschickt,

von wo es nie zuruckgekehrt bt: wahrscheinlich hat sich

ein Liebhaber gefunden, der es hat mitgehen heissen.''

To the present Librarian, Professor Dr. Gustav Milch-

sack, who has shown a most courteous and cordial interest
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in this reproduction^ under whose direction the map was

photographed, and who kindly corrected the manuscript

copy of the legends and geographical names sent to him

some months since, very sincere thanks are here expressed.

Though the map is not graduated, we can easily deter-mine

the author's belief as to the latitude and the longi-tude

of all places recorded by a comparison with the signed

Ribero maps on which maps the graduation is clearly

indicated. Where coast indentations vary, the differences

are but slight. Inaccuracy in geographical location, it

should be noted, both for latitude and longitude, is an error

common to all early maps of the New World. The extent

of the
error, though varying with the chart-makers, is in

general more marked Cor longitude than for latitude, and

is the greater for each in the higher latitudes.^ Error in

latitude on the Wolfenbiittel map does not appear at ,any

point to exceed about five degrees and in general is less

than two degrees; error in longitude varies from about two

degrees on the west coast of the Oulf of Mexico to nearly

twenty degrees in the Labrador regions. Resulting from

this last given fact, the latitudes being very nearly accurate,

we have a too rapid trend of the coast to eastward and

consequently a too great lengthening of the Atlantic coast

line. Herein is exhibited one of the most striking features

of the SeviUan map type. The plane construction of the

map, in which construction the degrees of latitude and of

longitude are practically of the same length, will not account

for this error. Given the location of the lands of the Corte-

Reals and of Labrador as they appear on the earliest known

Portuguese charts, which are from fifteen to twenty degrees

too far east,^* and the position of Florida on early maps

^It ahould not have bwn " diffloult matUr to (Utcrmlat Utltudt with a twjt

near a|"i"romeh to aoeuraesr In that oarly day. iBitramaBtf, howvrvr, won waatlng

with which to detonniiie loofitvulet hanea tha ramaifcabla arron ol tha Uma, which

appear on tha oharta, and hanea tha dicputaa whica In partioolar ooaunad batwaan

Spain and Portugal aristng from tha inaUUtsr to fix "tographical poalUon in longltttda

with any tatiafaetory maasura of oartainty
.

^Thia
error of location in longituda appaan rwf itriUnf oa luch mapi aa tha

Cantino and tha Ganerlo, also on thair darlTatlrac, tha WaldiaamaUar mapa, tha

Munieh-Portugiicas map of about 151 0. and on moat of thoaa of tha Luritaao-Garmaab

"ypa.
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with its longitude more nearly accurate, the error in trend

could have resultedi in part at least, from the attempt to

connect the two regions of earliest discovery after the later

exploration of the intervening coast line, which exploration

did not take place officiallyuntil after 1520. It, however,

is not insisted that this point is one of great weight, though

it was doubtless a contributing
^
factor to the error.

To what extent Captains, pilots, and cosmographers

employed the compass in determining the direction of

the coast trend, how extensive was their knowledge of

magnetic variation and how far the map-makers were

influenced in their work by the scientific fact of declination

it is not easy to determine.'^ Herein, it appears to me, we

have one of the most interesting problems in early map

construction, in the solution of .which the scientist and the

historian can well unite their efforts.

In the construction of such maps as the Wolfenbuttel

it does not clearly appear that the fact of declination received

consideration.'^^ On the contrary the rapid eastward trend

of the Atlantic coast might well be due to a belief that the

magnetic meridian and the true meridian were one and

the same, whereas we know that the declination of that

day on the east coast of North America was several degrees

to the west, and that it still is from 0 to 50 degrees or more.**

''Podro dt HwUaft In Ui **Arto dt NftTMsr.'* VaUftdoUd 1646- mmnmly dudm

tho faot of varUtioa. Vid" QUtett LoAditopflf md Mikgnetlo Bodiat, 1808, p. 861
.

Thk work flnt "ppaarod In 1600.

** Aawiining (hat (he early ezploren did not fenerally take in(o aooount (he faol

that the macoetio meridian and the teosraphio meridian might differ, and differ

greatly (thle point haa not been aa fully inveatigated aa it ahould be), it ia eaay to

aee how the ooaat which had been eharted from the reoordaof oompaaa baaringi ahould

run too rapidly eaatward aa one pawed In the general direction from aouth to north.

The partoUuti which lay down the Hedltarranean, aupport the theory here advanced.

On all it will be found that pointa on the eaatem Mediterranean ooaat are relatiyely

and often actually too far to the north from five to aix or aeven degreea. Thla auggaata

an eaatward declination of the needle, If the compaaa waa employed In determining

coaat contoura and directiona. We can not eaaily determine the amount of declina-'

tion for varioua early perioda, but we know that tiie declination in the HedlteiTanean

regiona waa to the eaat. The errora we find on the early mapa are retained for cen-

turiea. For example, the errora appearing on the Carignano chart of about 1300 are

about the aame for the eaat Mediterranean aa they are on the Veiraaano map of 1520.

"Off the northeaat coaat of Qreenland on the Buyach map we find the legend

"Here the ahip'a compaaa doea not hold nor ia a ahip bearing iron able to turn and

depart." The origin of the legend ia not definitely known. Aahere placed, it ia proba-bly

to be attributed to an early explorer who obaenred the needle*a great declination.
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Most of the early explorers undertook to determine the

exact location of their discoveries in latitude and longitude.

In their written records, as we know, they very frequently

designate in degrees the points touched, and these records,

in so far as we can interpret their geographical reference

and fix the location, often exhibit errors of the same char-acter

as do the extaht maps. Columbus's reference to the

location of Guanahani, the first reference to the latitude of

a locality in America, places it nearly four degrees too far

to the north, and his reference to the location of the island

of Saona, which he determined by an eclipse of the moon,

September 14/15, 1494, places it eighteen degrees too far

to the east. These, however, exhibit what I may call some

of the extremes of error in location.

According to Gomara "the Spanish commissioners and

cosmographcrs, " members of the junta of 1524, "expressed

in their report to the Emperor the judgment that in future,,

on all Spanish maps, the line of demarcation should be

indicated."*' The Wolfenbiittel map lays down this line

as determined by the Spanish members of the junta. This,

it should be noted, is not the papal line of 1493.** Strange

confusion has crept into many of our histories concerning

this point. In the adjustment of international boundary

questions between Spain and Portugal, the papal line doeri

not enter after 1494; on the contrary it is the line as

determined by the treaty of Tordesillas of that year

which invariably is in question in all disputes involving

claim to the newly found territories.** In the last four

Vide the interesting work by Gilbert: The Loadstone and Magnetic Bodies, first

printed in 1600, re-issued in translation in 1893, espedally Book IV on Variation.

Bauer: Principal Facts of the Earth's Magnetism, especially pp. 1-66. There is much here

which from an historical standpoint is especially interesting. Wolkenhauer: Beitrflge

sur Qeschichte der Kartographie und Nautik des 16. bis 17. Jahrhunderts, Inaug. Diss.

Universit"t, Gottingen, Munich. This is a very suggestive monograph. Kretschmer:

Die iti^lienischen Portolane des Mittelaltera
pp. 67 seq. with suggestive references.

"Qomara 1. c. Cap. 100.

"*
According to the Papal Bull of 1 493 this line was to be drawn one hundred leagues

west of the Asore Islands. Th^ language of the Bull is so
indefinite that disputes

could easily arise, since the Asore Islands occupy, from extreme east to extreme

west, more than six degrees of longitude.

The Bull may be found in Thacher: Christopher Columbus, Vol. II, pp. 93 seq.

""The legend extending across top and bottom of the Weimar-Ribero map states

that it was drawn according to the capitulacton of the treaty of Tordesillas 1494.
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hundred years there have been numerous attempts

to determine with scientific accuracy its longitude. Ad-mitting

all the difficulties of the problem^ none^ it seems

to me^ has reached a more satisfactory conclusion

than has Dawson.'^ He does well to suggest that there

are but two inquiries concerning its location which can

yield any results of historical interest, the first raises the

question as to its location on the modern map, and the

second the question as to its supposed location by the

Spanish and the Portuguese governments. If Dawson

is near the truth in his conclusion that on the modem map

it would coincide with the meridian of 45^ 40' then it would

pass more than seven degrees seaward of Cape Race. On

none of the early maps is it so drawn. On the contrary,

as it appears on both Spanish and Portuguese maps it would

moVe nearly coincide with the meridian of 60"". Its location

therefore, as invariably laid down on Spanish as on Portu-guese

charts, deprived Spain of a considerable territory

which by treaty actually belonged to her. The Wolfen-

biittel map represents it as passing through Labrador and

to the east of a large island which can be none other than

Cape Breton Island, this island being here for the first time

clearly and definitely indicated.

Beginning with the region called '^Tieba Del Labrador"

which extends northward from latitude 60^, a continuous

coast line is represented as far as 54^ south latitude where

the Strait of Magellan is correctly represented. There is

nowhere along this coast north of latitude 54^ the suggestion

of a strait through which one might pass from ''Occeanus

OcciDENTALis" to "Magnus Pelagus" and to "Provincu

BE Malvca." The
map was drawn about the time the

theory of an Asiatic connection between the New World

and Asia was receiving favorable consideration, and the

idea of the existence of a strait was for the time, at least.

"*
Vid* the excellent paper by S. E. Dawson: Tlie Line of Demarcation of Pope

Alexander VI in A. D. 1403, and of the Treaty of Tordesillas in A. D. 1494, in

Traniactlone of the Royal Society of Canada, Second Series Vol. V, pp. 467-646.
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given over by the chart-makers.*^ There, however, is nothing

to indicate that our chart-maker believed the New World

he has sketched was a part of Asia.

A study of the geographical and historical records of the

map may conveniently begin with this "Tibra Del Lab-rador.

" It cannot be doubted that in this part of the map

the author has intended to represent the country we now

call Greenland, although it is made to extend nearly four

degrees too far southward, and more than fifteen degrees

too far eastward. Early descriptions assure us of the

identity, as do the records of the earlier and the contem-porary

maps.

Following the records of the Cabots we learn that the

coast of Labrador (Greenland) was visited by them in 1498,

which coast they followed from about 67" 30' on the east,

to about 63" on the west where, blocked by the ice, they

turned their course westward, crossing Davis Strait.**

Though we have earlier cartographical record that this

country was discovered by the English, our map gives us

the first definite information of the origin of the name.

The Weimar Ribero makes record merely of the fact that "The

'^The theory that the New World was a part of Aria was not generally hdd by the

early explorers. Some of them expressed such belief but In doubtful terms. Colum-bus

himself wrote particularly of islands disoovered on his first Tosrage; in his

second he compelled the oflScers of his vessel to swear, it appears against the oon-

"iotion of some,
that Cuba was a continent; in his third when he discovered the

mainland near Paria, and beheld the mouth of the Orinoco, he expressed the con-viction

that the mighty river came not only from an immense rei^on at the south

but from one wholly unknown; in his fourth he made search for a strait through

which he might pass to the waters of India, but failing in this his belief oonoeming

an Asiatic connection, it appears, was confirmed.

For the earliest map indication of a belief in a land connection of America and

Asia vid9 v. Wieser: Die Karte des Dartolomeo Colombo uber die vierte Reise des

Admirals, 1803. The Columbus maps here described were discovered by v. Wieser

not long since, and were thought by him to have been copies of maps sent by Christo-pher

Columbus from Jamaica in July 1603. It can not be said, however, that we

have here a representation of the prevailing belief of the chart-makers of the first

quarter of the sixteenth century. About 1626 the idea of an Asiatic connection

came into favor perhaps through the influence of Gortes or of Peter Martyr, and the

idea persists to a greater or less extent throughout the remaining years of the century.

Vide Harrisse Discovery of North America pp., 281-284.

''it
seems to have been conclusivdy proven by H. P. Biggar, in his paper "The

Voyages of the Oabots and of the Corte-Reals to North America and Greenland,

1497-1503" in Revue Hispanique, 1903, pp. 486-693, that in the Cabot voyage of

1498 the coast of Greenland was visited, though the contrary opinion has been

generally hdd.
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English discovered this country. It produces nothing of

any value. "^^ The Propaganda Ribero adds to the legend

that ''it was discovered by the English from the city of

Bristol."*^ The Wolfenbiittel legend, more explicit, reads:

''The land of Labrador which was discovered by the English

from the city of Bristol and as he who first sighted it was

a farmer from the Azore islands, this name remains attached

to that country.
"'^

The region in the interior is represented as mountamous,

but along the coast, which is thickly dotted with islands,

they may be icebergs, there does not appear a single name.

Jean Alfonse, in writing of Norway and Labrador, says

that they are one land and that "they are both mountain-ous

regions in which live many kinds of wild beasts." He

further states "that the coast of the mainland (Labrador)

is not at present inhabited nor explored on account of the

excessive cold and also of the long nights.
"^^

West of "TiEiu DSL Labrador," and separated from it

by a great gulf or bay is "Tiera Nubva db ix)s Bacallaos. "

The bay can be none other than Davis Strait though there

is scarcely the suggestion of an opening to the north. Along

the coast appear names apparently given in part by the

Cabots and in part by the Corte-Reals; Islands are numer-ous,

two of which are particularly interesting in that they

suggest, through their names, the date of their discovery.

These are "S: Juhan", the 24th of June, and "S: p^" (S:

Pedro on the Reinel map) June 29th. A third, "y. de los

bacallaos," bearing the same name as the country, and

probably to be identified as the present Bacalieu Island,

suggests the locality where the codfish were observed as

particularly abundant. "Sebastian Cabot him selfe,"

says Peter Martyr, "named the landes Baccallaos, l)ecause

that in the seas thereabout he founde so great multitudes

of certeyne bigge fysshes much like unto tunics (which

""Esta tierra descubrieron Im Ingleaea no ay en ella coas de prouecho."

"*"
^laqual descubrieron loe Ingleees de la villa bristol ."

*'
"La qua! fue desoubierta par Um Yngleeea de la uila de briatol e por "1 el "1 dio

el lauieo della era labrador de las islas de los acares le quido este nombra. "

"Jean Fonteneau dit Jean AUonse: La cosmographie aveo I'esp^ et regime

du soldi et du nord. Publide et annot^ par Georges Musset, Paris, 1904, pp. 179-180.
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name^ after passing through a French transformation.^

Its mountains, its forests, and its animals are represented

in such character as to exhibit the prevailing opinion con-cerning

the region.

Newfoundland is represented as a part of the mainland

of Labrador, just as the author has joined the two early

names in the legend ''Tiera Nubya be los Bacallaos."

We are able, it seems to me, to identify certain large indenta-tions

along the coast running to westward, as Placentia

Bay and Cabot Strait or the entrance to the Gulf of St.

Lawrence. In this great gulf to the south of '^Bacallags''

a large island is represented. It is one of the most striking

features of the map.
To this island, lying between 46^

and 49", the name "y: de s: Juhan" has been given.*^

Although relatively too large, it can be identified f^ Cape

Breton Island, unless we should make it also include Nova

Scotia, a point suggested by the width of the strait on the

west. We have further interesting reference to this island

in the early accounts of the voyage of Gomez, to which

reference is made below.

To the west and south of "Tiera Nueva db los Bacal-

LAos" lies ''TiERA D" EsTEVAM GoMEZ," a rcgion which

appears to extend from about 50" to 40" north latitude.

A legend here reads ''The land of Estevam (jomez which

he discovered in the year 1525 by command of His Majesty.

It is well suited to yield breadstuff and wine in great

abundance.^

Gomez was a Portuguese seaman who, after leaving his

native country, was made pilot of the King of Spain in 1518,

the same year in which Sebastian Cabot was made Pilot

**0n the Ruyaoh map of 1608 this is called 0: de Portoged. On the same map

we find the name Gruenlant given to the Labrador of the earlier New World maps.

*'lt is probable that the landfall of John Cabot June 24, 1497, was on the coast

of this island. The name suggests it.

**
"Ti"BA DB EsTBYAM GoMBz UtQual dcscubrio cl afio por mandado de su magestad

estierra despuesta para dar pk ss venoe mftches abundancia. **

The Weimar-Ribero legend reads: "The country of Estevam Gomes which

he discovered by order of His Majesty. It contains numerous trees and fruits (like

those) of Spain and much rodovallo (norwhaleT), salmon, and soles. No gold has

been found."
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Major. In 1519-1520 he was with Magellan, commanding the

San Antonio. On the eve of the success of that expedition '

in its search for a strait, he deserted Magellan and returned

to Spain where he was held under suspicion until the arrival

of the Victoria from its voyage around the world, when he

again received favor of the King. Wishing to offset the

results of the Magellan expedition and to make common

endeavor with Ayllon and Cortes in search for a strait

farther to the north, he received, in 1523, a commission

and a grant of 750 ducats from the Emperor to undertake such

search.^' His departure was delayed until February 1525

by the Congress of Badajos of which Congress he was a mem-ber

.^^ Peter Martyr says
he expected to find a passage to China

"between Bacallaos and Florida. "^^ Gomara reports that

"Gomez sailed along quite a large space of the country

which had been navigated by no Spaniard before him,''

a statement which is confirmed by Herrera, who says that

between Florida and Cape Breton "no Castilian vessel had

sailed." So far then as we have knowledge, that section

of the Atlantic coast was first officiallyvisited by Estevam

Gomez in the
year

1525/* Galvano says that he first went

to the Island of Cuba, and that he then sailed northward.

Oviedo's record in his Sumario is that he "went to the

northern parts, where he discovered an extensive country

which is continuous with that called Bacallaos, and con-

The acreement indudes the "tatement: "You propose (o undertake the die-

oorery of Eastern Cathay, concerning which jrou hold opinions and reports giving

ground for making discoveries as far as our Molucca Islands." Vide Documentos

Ineditos de Indies, Vol. XX, pp. 74-78.

'^Herrera: Decades, III, lib. vi, cap. i.

^For
an account of the Gomes expedition vide Herrera: Decades II, lib. 8, cap. 7.

Kohl: Discovery of Maine, pp. 271-281. Harrisse: The Discovery of North America,

pp. 220-243. Medina: El portugues Esteban G6mes al serviclo de Espafia: estudio

historioo, 1008. Santa Cms: Islario General del Mundo.

That this coast had been visited before Gomes explored it, at least by clandestine

expeditions, can no longer be doubted. The charts aflirm it and their record can

not well be oonsidered mere conjecture. The land discovered by the Gorte-Reals

in the north was very early believed to be connected with the Antilles and the land

discovered by Cabral. In a letter written October 18, 1601, by Pasqualigo to the

Venetian Signory referring to discoveries in the north, the statement is made that

"They believe that it is connected with the* Antilles, which were discovered for the

Spanish Realm, and with the land of the parrots recently found by the ships of (the

King of Portugal) which were on their way to Calicut. " Other reference of similar

import oould be olted.
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tinuing westward he reached ASP and 41^, more or
leas.""

Alonzo de Santa Cruz, m his Idario General dd Mundo

gives an account of the discoveries of Gomez rather more

detailed, which, taken in connection with the Wolf enbuttd

map, is especially interesting. He sajrs: ''Passing beyond

tlie islands of tlio Eleven Thousand Viigins,^ t̂oward the

sea, there is a great bay called the Bay of the Britons

because every year the Britons come to fish in that bay

Passing the said bay more to the west and near a point of

land called Gape Briton the (coast) b^ns to extend toward

an island stretching eastward called Sanct Joan which is

56 leagues long by 20 leagues wide. This island, as certaui.

pilots state, is not in that part of the sea but is within the

bay which we call the Bay of the Britons, and in many

sailing charts, when that land was first discovered, it was

so represented, until Estevan Gomez brought that infor-mation

which differed in some respects from the opinion

entertained concerning the position assigned to the island

within the bay. He said that it was joined to the land

where it now is. The statement should not be contradicted

except where Estevan Gomez says that in pasong he saw

much smoke and signs that it was inhabited. There is

between the island and the mainland a passage called the

Canal of Saint Julian from five to six leagues wide. It

is said to be of good appearance with many trees, and rivers

which empty into the sea. There are around many islands

uninhabited. It extends from 40^ to 48^. The longest

day b fifteen hours and two-thirds. '^^

From "Tierra de los bretones,'' which is the first name

on the west coast of the great gulf above mentioned, to

''C: de arenas," the sand cape, which is about the latitude

reached by Gomez, nineteen names are inscribed, and with

some degree of certainty one is able to identify a few of

"
Hoct intcrMtioc eharto. iivpofled to have been buad upon the Goum ocpedi-

tion. ivpear in the *'lK"lario" of Santo Crus. Vid* Die Kerton von Amerika in

dem leolario General dee Alonao de Santo Crus Coemocraf o ntayor dee Kaieere Kad

V, mii dem Spaniachen orisinal-tazto and einer kritiaelien iei"ii""tvi"g. von Fhuis

B. T. Wieeer, 1906. pUtoe MY.

'^The
name **onse mil virginee" mppean on the Ifaiollo map of 1627, in the region

iiere under oonsideration, aleo on plate II of The Wieser ** Uario."

^ViiU Harriaw 1. o. pp. 237-238.
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the localities. For the greater part of the distance, between

the two points named, the trend of the coast is almost

directly east and west, which fact may be easily accounted

for if the coast were laid down from compass bearings, the

declination of the needle not being taken into account.

One of the most conspicuous indentations along this coast

is named "R : de s: Maria," called Rio de las Gamas on the

Santa Cruz map of 1542, and Rio Grande on certain others.

It seems to represent the Penobscot bay filled with islands.

The
cape to the west is called "C: de muchas yslas."

There is a large element of
'

conjecture in the results

of every attempt to identify places along this coast

until we reach "R: de s: antonio" where we probably

have come upon a recognizable locality. It will be noted

that it bears the name of the vessel which Gomez com-manded

on the Magellan expedition! In a description of

the Atlantic coast, the best of that early day which has

come down to us, and which appears to have been taken

from the official map of Alonso Chaves, now lost, Oviedo

says that "the Rio de san Antonio is in 40^ north latitude.

The river stands to the coast in a line directly from north

to south. Although the coast runs north to the mouth of this

river, it then begins to trend to the northeast, and a quarter

east, for more than forty leagues.
"^^ Gomara emphasizes the

importance of the river by giving to one of his chapters the

title " Del Descubrimiento del Rio de San Antonio. " One is

led by such references as these and by the location of the river

on the maps to think the "R : de s. Antonio" none other than

the Hudson. Accepting the latitude, as given by Oviedo, as

the one reached by Gomez, we are brought into the vicinity

of Delaware Bay and Cape Henlopen for the terminus of his

discoveries, or. as appears on the
map to "C: de arenas.

"^^

"
Vide Oyiedo: HistoriA General de las Indiae, ehaps. ix-xi" bk. XXI for the deserip-'

tion of the Atlantic ooatt of North America. This description, as Kohl weD sasrs

* ' is the fullest and best Spanish report on our coast of the sixteenth century. Oyiedo

is one of the foremost authorities on early Spanish America. An English translation

of his work would be well received.

^
A Welmar-Ribero legend well to the west of the Atlantic coast reads: " All along this

northern coast the'lndians
are of larger stature than those of Santo Domingo and of the

other islands. They eat maiae and fish, which they have in great abundance, and

they hunt much game and other animals and they wear the skins of wolves and foxes. '
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To the south of "Tieba de Esteyam Gobiez" lies "Tiera

DEL LiCBNCiADo AiLLOM."^^ The name somewhat altered

in form has place for many years on the maps. It does not

appear from the written record that a very extensive section

of the coast was explored by Ayllon nor do the maps tell

us anything to the contrary. The results of the expedition,

so far as we know them, being of such comparative insig-nificance,

it is remarkable that it should have been thought

fitting to give his name to a section of the Spanish country.^'

His discoveries, however, belong to a period in which renewed

effort was being made to find a strait along the Atlantic

coast of North America and to explore a region claimed

by Spain but not yet officially entered. Because of this,

if for none other, they would be given prominence. Into

the perplexing problems touching the purpose, the course

sailed, the landfalls of the three expeditions which have

i been attributed to him between 1520 and 1526 it is not essen-

I tial here to enter.^ In the first of these expeditions, made

in 1521, it appears that the landfall was in latitude 33^ 3U^

at the mouth of a large river. Ouexos who commanded

one of the vessels, having joined the expedition on its course

through the Bahama Islands, testifies that but one point

was visited, to which they gave the name St. John the Baptist.

Two names appear on our map, for each of which argu-ment

has been advanced that it marks the landfall. ''C:

de s. elena, " according to Herrera was the point first sighted,

A^on came to HispaniolA with Ovando. He became one of the auditors of that

idand, and acquired considerable wealth. Having associated with himself Diego

Caballero, and securing a license for his undertaking, he sailed from the port of La

Plata in a caravel under command of Gordillo with directions to proceed northward

until the continent was reached.

'*The Weimar-Spanish map of 1527 simply refers to the discovery in the brief

legend: "tierra del licenciado ayllon." The Weimar-Ribero legend records this

as **The country of Ayllon which he discovered and returned to settle, as it is well

suited to srield breadstuff, wine and all things of Spain. He died here of disease."

^Vid9 the account of the Ayllon expeditions in Lavrrey: Spanish Settlements

in the United States, Vol. I, pp. 163-171; also in Appendix H, a critical considera-tion

of the last voyage. Harrisse 1. c. pp. 108-213. Ayllon's first voyage with a

consideration of the question of the landfall. Kohl: History of the Discovery of

Maine, pp. 304-401 with references to many Spanish sources, though the accounts

are brief. Shea: Ancient Florida (in Winsor: Narrative and Critical History of

America, Vol. II, pp. 238-241). Navarrete: Ooleccion, Vol. Ill, p. 163, contains the

capitulation with Ayllon, and places the country in 36^ 3d", and 37" "norte-sur."

The documents of the first voyage say 83" 30'.
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commission necessarily implies an earlier discovery by him,

since there is here a reference to Florida.^ He, however,

made little of his office of Adalantado and his son who

succeeded him after 1521 apparently thought still less of

the new region.^ Not until after the exploration of de

Soto in 1538 do we find the name Florida coming into

prominence. On many maps after this date the name is

applied to the entire Atlantic coast region as far north as

the French claims. The ''isla florida" of the Turin-Spanish

map is unquestionably a reference to the Ponce de Leon

discoveries, but no other name is given on that map in the

region so designated.

It is not possible, with certainty, to locate either his

landfall of 1512 or of 1521. He appears to have ranged

the coast in his first expedition from about latitude 30^

on the east to 2S^ on the west, and on his second visit to

have confined his exploration to the west coast. Between

the extreme points mentioned for the first voyage twelve

names are recorded on our map, some of which are clearly

to be attributed to Ponce de Leon. ^'R: Florido" suggests

his landing place, on the east coast, which is located in

latitude 29". Passing southward, he doubled Cape Cana-veral

which he called ''C: Corientes," discovering and

naming the '' Martires, '' thence passing up the coast he

anchored in a bay which perhaps is the bay long retaining

the name here given "b: de Juhan Ponce. "^ His second

voyage, not until 1521, is reported to liave been under-taken

for the purpose of planting a colony and of ascer-taining

whether this new country was actually an island

**
There appears to be lome confusion about the date. 1612 seems to be the more

probable. The commission tells of "The agreement which was entered hi to by our

command with you, Juan Ponce de Leon, to go to settle the Island of Heniny and

the Island of Florida which you discovered by our command" and it is dated " Valla-

dolld the twenty-sixth day of September of the year one thousand five hundred and

twelve." Vide Coleccion de Documentos Ineditos de Indias Vol. XXII, pp. 82.83.

Herrera: Decades I, gives a very detailed narrative of Ponce de Leon's first voyage.

'''in 1521 Ponce de Leon undertook anew to determine, whether Florida was an

island, and also to plant a colony. His letter to the Emperor Charles V is quoted in

translation in Winsor: Narrative and Critical History of America, Vol. II, p. 234.

The explorer died from wounds received on this expedition.

''Lowrey 1. o. Vol. I, Appendix D, on "The Bay of Juan Ponce" quotes various

maps and written documents touching the location of the bay and the landing place

of Ponce de Leon.
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or wa43 joined to the main land which had been visited by

Pineda and Cortes. There is no reliable record telling

just how far northward he sailed. Navarrete reproduces,

in his Coleccion a small map which, near latitude 28^

according to the Sevillan cartography, has the inscription,

''Hasta aqui descubrio Juan Ponce."" The Turin-Spanish

map, as above stated, calls this peninsula ''isla florida"

but doubt clearly existed in the mind of the map-maker as

to its being an island, the coast on the north not being drawn,

while it omits the gulf coast as far as "Rio del Spu sto."

The Weimar-Spanish map makes interesting reference to

the discovery of this coast by Garay in the legend ''deinde

aqui descubrio F. de Garay," which, slightly altered in

form and reading: ''dende aquy commenzo a descubrir

Francesco Garay" appears on the Navarrete map near the

legend referring to Ponce de Leon.

When in 1519 Francisco de Garay, Governor of Jamaica,

sent out his expedition of four ships imder command of

Don Alvarez Pineda it was to seek for a western passage

to the ocean in which were the Molucca Islands.^ This

passage, perchance, lay beyond the point on the west coast

reached by Ponce de Leon in his first expedition, though

perhaps in its vicinity. To the legends referring to his

expedition both in the Navarrete maps and in the Weimar-

Spanish map reference has already been made. It appears

that the discoveries of Pineda began at a point marked

on our map as ''R de s: Juhan" near the present Appalache

Bay. Here then, we may say, begins "Tibra db Garay. "*"

For four or five months this fleet under command of Peneda,

followed the north coast of the Gulf of Mexico carefully

noting the configuration of the land, the harbors, the rivers,

the Indian villages and other objects of interest. Late in

August "Panuco" was reached where the fleet fell in with

the expedition sent out by Cortes, and it was therefore

*'
Vide Narramte: Ooleeeion, III, 148, for a tracing of the map.

"
Vide Dooumentos Ineditos Vol. II, pp. 668-067; also Navarrete 1. e. Vol. Ill,

pp. 147-163.

.

"
The Weimar-Ribero legend reade:

"

'*
All along this coast and that of the Licentiate

Ayllon, and the land of Eateyam Qomes, there in no hope of finding gold ai in New

Spain dnoe it is too far away from the tropics. "
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prevented from further advance.^ Whether Pmeda re-traced

his outward course as he journeyed homeward we

can not be certain. It has generally been assumed that

it was on this return voyage the "R: del Spu sto'' (Rio

del Espiritu Santo) was discovered and named. Of the

exact date of the naming, doubt exists; that the Mississippi

river is meant is, however, reasonably certain.^^ Between

the ^'R: de nieves'' and ^'Panuco'' which places mark the

liipits of the Garay expedition, there are twenty-five names

inscribed, many, if not most of them, owe their origin to

this expedition. The configuration of this coast in the

Sevillan chartography must rest upon the records of the

charts which, according to the rules of the Gasa de la Con-

tratacion were turned over to the hydrographic office in

Seville by the explorers themselves, and there are none

others to which we find allusion than those prepared at

the time of the Pineda discoveries.

The location of the legend, ^'Tiera de Panfilo de

Naubaes" on the Wolfenbiittel map suggests that it was

drawn as early as 1527. The Spanish conquistador here

referred to, at the instance of Diego de Velasquez, governor

of Cuba, had undertaken in 1520 to capture Cortes and his

companions, but became himself a captive of that most

daring adventurer, though he was released within a short

time. Having some acquaintance with the Mexican coast,

gained through his early experience Narbaez, received from

the Emperor in 1527 the authority to conquer and govern

with the usual concessions, the country from ''R : de palmas'^

to the Cape of Florida.**

A map of date so early as the Wolfenbiittel could make

no detailed record of the Narbaez expedition which set out

in 1527 and none of the names along the coast can be

attributed to him. The legend above given is so placed as

to suggest a knowledge on the part of the map-maker of

*^Oviedo 1. e. Vol. n, p. 142.

*^The oharta of the century are a euffioient aniwer to the arsument which has

been recently advanced in opposition to the etateokent that "Rio del Espiritu Santo"

is the Mississippi.

**
Vidt Buckingham Smith: North America M8S., 1600-1660, p. 01, for the requoat

and the grant.
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a purpose of Narbaez to begin his conquest at " R : de palmas ''

or at some point near it, that is, in the region earlier visited

by him. There is nothing to suggest a further acquaintance

with his plans.^

No geographical boundary lines mark the extent of the

regions to which names have been given on these early

charts. In most instances it was but a general notion

concerning territorial limits which existed in the minds

of the chart-makers. The course followed, and the extent

of the most important explorations along the coasts, so far

as we have knowledge of them, are the chief factors which

determine the boundaries as they are set down in thi"

study, though convenience in presentation has sometimes

suggested the regional limits.

If "NuBVA Espana" may here be made to include the

region from "Panuco," north of which point it docs not.

appear that Cortes extended his expedition, to "Darien,'"

it would embrace a considerable part of the west gulf coast"

especially the Gulf of Campeche, also Yucatan, Honduras,,

and Central America. The legend, liberally translated^

tells that "it was called this because all things brought

from Spain can be produced here, and wheat is harvested

in great abundance. ""* If any part of the coast from-

"Panuco" to "Cotoch" (C. Catoche) on the northeast coast

of Yucatan was visited before 1517 there seems to be no

authentic record of it. In February 1617 Diego Velasquez^

then governor of Cuba, sent out Hernandez de Cordoba

with three ships to explore the region to the west. His

pilot, Anton Aliminos, had been with Columbus on his fourth

voyage
when he touched a point on the north coast of

Honduras to which he
^ave

the name Cabo de Casinas, a

*'To the northwest of Florida on the Weimar-Spanish map of 1627 is the legend

"Tierra que aora va apoblar panfilo de narbae8"-"Land which Nanfilo Narbaes is

going to colonise." Knowing that Narbaes sailed in June 1527 Kohl thinks this

map must have been drawn about that time. It is therefore the oldest extant nu^),

that is at all reliable, showing the east coast of the United States, unless the Salviati

may (undated) should be accepted as such.

**
"Dixose asi por (| se dan ssoriantodas las eoasa (| lleuan de spafia y se cose sratrlgo

en mucha abundacia ".

Ribero writes:
"

"Nkw Spain, so called, because it contains many things which

are found in Spain. Much wheat was transported thence and in such quantitlss

that it could be re-"hipped to other parts. There is here much native gold. '*
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name changed by Solis and Pinzon to Cabo de Fonderas

and given on our map as ''C: de honduras." Thence

Columbus sailed eastward. Aliminos gave counsel that

Cordoba on his expedition of 1517 should explore the region

northward or westward of the point touched by Columbus,

which counsel being followed, land was first sighted on the

northeast coast of Yucatan.^ This the natives called Conex

Catoche or ^'Cotoch." Westward coasting brought them

to ''de larazo" (S. Laarzo, now Campeche) from which

point, after an encounter with the natives, the course was

turned homeward. On the way thither they entered "R:

de largatos'' where they burned one of their ships.

In April 1518 Juan de Grijalva started with four vessels

on an exploring expedition to this western region. Landing

first at the island of "cocumel" he followed the coast as

far as 'Tanuco," or near it, and in the autumn returned

to Cuba. There is good reason for thinking that most of

the names appearing along this part of the coast, on maps

before 1530, were given during the expedition of Grijalva,

and that they were laid down on maps which were the

work of Aliminos who had served as pilot for Cordoba, in

which capacity he also served for the expedition of Cortes

in 1519. None of these maps is extant.^ Among the

interesting names appearing on our map are ''p: dcseado,"

where Grijalva anchored, a name not given on the other

Scvillan maps referred to. This was first thought to be

a harbor, but on further investigation Aliminos gave it

as his opinion that it was a strait and that Santa Maria de

los Remedios,^ that is Yucatan,^ was an island, "and it

was so laid down on the maps thereafter," says
Diaz.^

Herein we have the explanation of the insular character of

**
Vide Las Gaaaa: Historia, IV, p. 360. Bernal Dios: Hiatoria Verdadera, ohap.

ii, iU.

"'it ia intereating here to oompare the Munich-Portuguese map of 1519 (cirea),

with th^ Wolfenbattel. The names do not agree, but as much of the coast is laid

down on the former, which is a Portuguese map, as was visited by Cordoba.

**
This name was given by Grijalva.

"'it
appears that the Spaniards of the Cordoba expedition did not understand

the native word **tectetan," meaning "I do not undcvstand." Thinking this to

be the name of the region they fashioned the word into Yucatan. Vide Egli: Nomina

Oeographica. *' Yucatan."

"^Dias: Historia Verdadera, cap. x.
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the region from the east.^^ In the following year^ that is

1502, when on his fourth voyage to the New World, Colum-"

bus left the coast of Cuba, July 24, sailing southwest he

touched the north shore of Honduras at "c. de honduras."^^

Thence directing his course eastward he passed the head-

land marking the turn on the coast to southward to which

he gave the name "C: de gracias a dios."^^ At "cargay"

(Cariay) he repaired his vessels. On reaching ^'cerabaro"

(Carambaru) he learned from the natives that he was on

the border of a rich gold bearing country, and he made

effort to ascertain the facts. Some weeks later, and for

a considerable time he found himself compelled to remain

within the mouth of the river "bela" (Belem)*^ because

of storms, and while here he undertook, though unsuccess-fully

to plant a colony. At ''Varaga" (Veragua) he had

further word from the natives concerning the gold mines

of the country. This name, as we know, in time became

that of a province, and furnished a title name for the family

of Columbus.^^ His explorations could not liavo extended

much beyond ''Retrete.'' Concerning his discoveries along

this coast he says in his report that he had with him sea

charts which made it apparent that the Honduras coast,

he had discovered, was connected with the Pearl coast

which he had visited on his third voyage.
These charts

are not now known but they must have found their way

to Seville and have served as the foundation of such maps

as the Wolfenbiittel.

In 1508 Diego de Nicuessa was commissioned to conquer

and settle the entire coast from ''C: de gracias a dios"

to the Gulf of Darien. To this region which he visited

***
VitU Harriaw 1. e. p. 084 oonUinins " brief "talAment with referenoM.

'^
Original NarrativeH of early American Hiatory ed. by Jameson Vol. I, pp. 888-

418 Colimibua' Letter on the Fourth Voyage.

^^ThiB point was reached by Columbus September 12, 1602, after long contending

against storm and ocean currents. The southward trend of the coast seemed to

him to give promise that the sought for strait would soon be found. The name

is retained to the present day.

^'*
Columbus gave the name "Belem" in honor of the coming of the Three Kings

to Bethlehem. He entered the harbor January 6, 1603.

^^
September 28, 1666, Philip II issued a decree at Ghent giving to Luis, grandson

of Chnstopher Columbus, the title Admiral of the Indies and Duke of Veragua with

an income of 7,000 ducats.
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the name Castilla del Oro was given which name in 1513

was transferred to the coast land east of the Gulf replacing

here the name Nueva Andalusia which had been given in

1508. The name "acla" (Ada), marking the port where

Balboa in 1516 had constructed his vessels which were

carried piece by piece to the Pacific coast, and "nobre

de dia" (Nombre de Dios)*^ are names which yet appear

on the maps.

The name "Castblla dbl Oro"^^^
on our map, seeming to

mark the country included between "Darien" and the

"Golfo de Paria"^" is one long retamed on Spanish maps.

Between the points designated, thirty-five coast names

appear, some of which names can not now be read. It

is reasonably certain that Coliunbus was the first to sight

any part of this north coast, when in August 1498 he made a

landing near the island "la trinidad." His chart of the

region seems to have been in the hands of most of his suc-cessors.^**

Before two years had passed, the entire coast

here included was visited and charted by such expeditions

as that of Alsonso de Hojeda, Juan de la Cosa, and Vespucci

in 1499,"' of Pmzon and De Lepe in 1500,"* and of Rod-

rigo de Bastedas in 1500."^ From the last given date until

the time of the construction of our map there were numer-ous

explorations of this north coast of South America,

though most of the names given are traceable to the earlier

voyages.

A very striking and interesting feature of the Wolfen-

biittel map is its representation of Lake Maracaybo. Though

a gulf is properly located at this point on the coast on earlier

^^
Marks the site of a settiement made by Niouessa in 1610.

^^*
In a rosral decree of 1513 tiie name CastOla del Oro was given to the region oyer

which Pedrarias d'Avila was appointed Governor. This was to include the region

assigned to Alonso de Hojeda in 1608, that is from Cabo de la Vela to the Gulf of

Darien, to which the name Nueva Andalusia had been given, together with the lands

of the isthmus. The governor of this territory soon extended his authority to the

South Sea Coast and in 1618 the official residence was established at Panama.

"'
Thia was the region visited by Columbus

on his third voyage.

^**
Navarrete: Ooleedon, Vol. Ill, pp. 630, 687.

"'Touching the eoast of Parla they followed it as far as "quaquibaooa** (Coqul-

bocoa).

"^From Paria to a point south of "G: de S: agostlnho".

'"From Cumana, near the "Golfo of Paria" to a point west of "darien.**
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as well as on coutemporaiy mapsi none of them give us

anything like a representation so nearly accurate as we

here find of the Lake. The name ''Golfo de Venezuela/'

the last part of the name as here given being somewhat

indistinct, does not appear on any of the other Sevillan

maps referred to. Across the lake itself is the explanatory

name ^^anaguada" designating a flooded or swampy region,

and extending from the lake westward is the name '^estrecho

de lago venesaela. The brief legend below ''Castilla

Del Org'' reads ''Esta es lagouer naciofi de la grafi a fa fz

aoble compania de los bel zeres.''^^^

Along the stretch of coast between ''Golfo de Paria''

and the turn to southward of the coast line marked ^'C:

de S: Roque" forty-five names appear. This coast was

first visited in 1499 by the Hojeda expedition referred to

above. There are many extant maps drawn before the

Wolfenbiittel map, on which it is sketched, of which the

one drawn by Juan de la Cosa in 1500 is the oldest known.

The maps of Cantino and of Canerio, which follow within

three years give a much better presentation. Very many

of the names are merely descriptive, to which no special

historical significance seems to attach, as "R: Salado,''

"R: dulce" which is probably the mouth of the Orinoco,

"arboledas,'' "Aldea," with other names of similar

character.

The ''Rio de Mahanom" is especially prominent, with

a descriptive legend which reads ''The river Maranom

which the knight diego dordaz is going to settle: this

river is very large and extends twenty leagues into the sea

and here it is said they get fresh water.
"^^^ It was

^**Ribero*t legend reads:
"

^"Thk Qoldkn Cabtillk bo called because here much

gold is found. The Indians are more warlike than are those of Santo Domingo and

of other parts because they use poisoned arrows. Here there is a village called St.

Martha, where large quantities of gold are found in the earth. Here the Germans

have their territory from thfl Cape de la Vela to Cumana, from 140 to 150 leagues."

^'**Rio
DB Mabanoii aqui vs aora apoblar ei comendador diego dordas: esie

Rio es muy caudalossa por quo astando 20 leguas enla mardis que toman aqua dulce. "

The Ribero legends reads:
"

^"All along this coast from the river (of) sweet (water)

to the Cape of San Roque nothing of any value has been found. This coast was

ezf^ored once or twice since the discovery of the Indies but since then no one has

returned thither. The River Marafion is very large and ships enter it for sweet

water and twenty leagues in the sea they take fresh water. '*

| ^ ,
.

i
,
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Vicente Yanez Pinzon who, in January 1600, first

entered the mouth of this river, and his report says he

explored it for a distance of thirty or forty leagues. He

called it the Great Stream of Paricura, as he had learned

from the natives that the north bank of the river was called

Paricura, or "costa de paricura." On this expedition he

had first sighted land near the northeast angle of South

America to which he gave the name Rostro Hermoso, a

point which has sometimes been identified as ''0: de S:

Roque," though there exists reason for thinking it was

farther to the west, perhaps the headland on the northwest

shore of ^'baya hermossa." The earliest positive informa-tion

we have of "C: de S: Roque" we get from a report

of the expedition of three ships which were sent out by the

Portuguese King in 1501 for the purppse of following up

the discoveries of Cabral of the preceding year,
which

expedition we find recorded as the third of Amerigo Vespucci.

It appears from the Saint's name given that the discovery

was made August 16th.

The name *'El Brasil"*^* is inscribed on our map as if

the intention were to make it include the entire section of

the continent east of the Line of Demarcation, that is

Portuguese South America, just as "MVNDVS NOVVS"*^*

appears to be the name given to the entire continent.

Brazil is an early name doubtless suggested by the dis-covery

of the red dyewood and has no connection with the

Atlantic island variously placed in the Atlantic Ocean

on early maps.^^ It was first applied somewhat indefinitely

to the pew land discovered in the south and was employed

very much as the name Papagalli, Isla de la Vera Cruz,

Terra Sanctae Crucis, and even America itself. The name

was long given to at least as much of the coast as was

included between the extreme eastern angle of South Amer-

^^'Ribero
says: "The land of Brssil. Here there is nothing of value except the

braiil (wood) which costs nothing except the cutting and carrying to the ships which

the Indians do ^or
very little. They eat the flesh of their enemies. Here the King

of Portugal has at Femambuco a factory where there is a large quantity of braiil

(wood) collected for shipping on board vessels which come for that purpose."
^'*

Fufs Bourne ; Spain in Ameriea, chap, viii, on
!* Amerigo Vespucci and the

naming of America."

^
Vide Scaife ; America, Its Geographical History.
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ica, that is ''C: de S: Roque" and the mouth of the La

Plata, that is "trra de Jo. de Solis." It was doubtless

Gabral who first sighted the east coast south of ''C: de'S:

augustinho, " and the account of his expedition of 1500 says

it was at a point called by him, ^'monte pasual" (Monte

Pascual) thus honoring the festival near which the dis-covery

was made. Thence he sailed ten leagues northward

as far as Puerto Seguro, says Ramusio,^^^ from which point

he departed on his voyage to the East Indies. This

Puerto Seguro must have been near the locality where we

find"R: deS: Jorge."

Between "C: de S: Roque" and the "Rio de Parana"

thirty-five names appear, which with but few exceptions

must have have been given before 1517. The evidence

is most convincing that Vespucci during his third voyage

of 1501; as he designated it, was the first to explore the

coast south of ''monte pasual," and that he reached that

most southern point which we find designated on the

Canerio chart as Rio de Cananor but given on the Wolf-

enbiittel as ''R: de la cananea," and yet appearing on the

modem map as Cananea. Considerable interest centers

in many of the names here given. From the many saints

names which are recorded and from the order in which they

are given we have the suggestion that they mark the prog-ress

of some one of the early expeditions.^^ From the

north, southward we find among other names "C: de S:

Roque" (August 16th), C: de S: augustinho" (August

28th), S: hieronimus" (September 30th), ''Baya de todos

Santos" (November 1st), "Sierra de S: lucia (December

13th), "Po de S: Sebatian (January 20th). "C: frio"

marks a sharp turn in the east coast of Brazil. It must have

early attracted the attention of explorers by reason of its

prominence, as it appears on the earliest map, and is yet

retained as Cabo Frio. ''R: de la India" Kohl thinks

represents the Bay of Rio de Janeiro, and he notes that

the name Janeiro does not appear on any of the early maps,

"^iUmufio: Nsvigationi, Vol. I.

^'^VitU Stavenaon: Maiin* World Chart of Nioolo de Canerio Janueoaia, aeotion

on "South Continental llegion-Soutb Aiuarioa."
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while Humboldt thinks the name could not have been given

before 1531.^** Southy says
that it was given as early as

1616.^ There is no record by which to determine with

exactness, this point, yet it is an interesting fact that it

appears for the first time on the Wolf enbiittel map and in

the form "R: de Janeyrio.
"^*^

That this coast was visited many times during the first

quarter of the century is very certain. To but one or two

of these visits can allusion here be made.

It seems probable that Juan Diaz de Soils and Vicente

Yafiez Finzon m the expedition of 1508-1509 passed well

to the south along this newly found land, though to what

point can not be determined.** In Soils' siscond expedition

of 1515-1516 he left Spain with a commission to circum-navigate

South America and reach the west coast of Castella

del Oro.**' Touching first the Brazilian coast in the vicinity

of "C: de S: Roque" he followed it to the mouth of the

Rio de la Plata which he entered. To the cape on the

north shore he gave
the name "C : de S : Ma" (Santa Maria).

The name "trra de Jo de Soils," here given in his honor,

marks the present Uruguay, which last name we also find

appearing as "huruay," and designating a river, on the

Wolfcnbiittcl map.

It was but a short time after the second expedition of

Solis, which ended in his death at the hands of the natives,

that the MaioUo map was draughted including the South

American coast from Honduras to the mouth of the Rio

de la Plata. It is a chart of much significance by reason

of its date, 1519, by reason of the many names given, and

by reason of its coast configuration which is made to termi-nate

at the south with the "C: de Maria" of Solis.** Only

on the Wolfenbiittel map and on those signed by Ribero

do the two islands appear at the mouth of the Rio de la

""QhilUny: Der Hitter Martin Behaiin, Vorrede.

"*
Southy: History of Brsiil, Vol. I, p. 83.

^^
Vamhagen: Historia geral do Braiil, Vol. I, p. 10 thinks the name indicates

a discovery in January.

"*
Dooumentofl Ineditoe de Indiaa XXII" 6-18.

"'Herrera: Decades, II, U.

"*
Stevenson: Maps No. 4.
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Plata, islands which have disappeared if they ever existed,

'^ysa: de Roderigo alvarez" honors the name of a pilot

who accompanied the expedition of Sebastian Cabot on his

voyage of 1526,^** and "y:deXpont Jaques"**^does honor

to a Portuguese explorer who, in 1526; sailed along the east

coast of South America with a fleet of six ships.

''El Gram Rio de Parana" is given special prominence,

having an accompanying legend which briefly touches the

important historical incident of Solis' visit and death,

the visit of Sebastian Cabot, and makes brief reference to

the geographical significance of the region. This legend

reads: ''The mouth of this river Juhan de Solis discovered

in 1515 and here the Indians killed him. And afterwards

Sebastian Cabot entered here and he has been here more

than two years. They went up the river to Riva about

two hundred leagues. The river is 5, 6, 7, and 8 leagues

wide and has many different kinds of fish. Those who

came (here) say
there is much gold

"^"

Here but few names are inscribed.

"TiERA DE Patagones" is made to include practically

the entire southern extremity of " M V N D V S N 0 W S, "

the east coast of which had been visited many times before

the draughting of the Wolfenbiittel map. No part of the

west or Pacific coast is given, the ocean line being made to

terminate with the western opening of the Strait of Magellan,

or "estrecho de femam Magelhaes." Twenty-nine names

are given along the coast south of "R: de carcarana,"

the principal tributary of the Rio de la Plata, on which

river Cabot constructed a fort giving it the name "S: espir-

^^'Winahip: Cabot BibUograpby, xlvi and the referenoes.

^''Varnhacen 1. e. I, p. 37 aays that Chriatovao Jaques in 1526 eatablished a

Portuguese Factory at "Pemambuoo."

''^''La boca deate Rio deacubrio Juhan de Solia eL ano de 1615:" eaqui lomataro

loa Indioa:
"

fa deapueaentro aqui Sebaatian gaboto fa eatono en el maa de doe anoa

fa aubieron eL Rio a Riba obra de: 200: leaguaa ea el. Rio ancho de : 5.6.7. fa 8.

leaguaa fa de muchoa fa diveraoa peacadoa diaentoa 4 ven ieron 4 ay alii oro porende

olloa nolo tnixeron."

Ribero'a legend reada:
"

''This land waa diacovered by Juhan de Solia in the year

1515 or 151 6. Sebaatian Cabot is now there in a fort which he haa constructed.

It ia very well auited for producing breadatuffa and wine in great abundance. The

river is very large and abounds in fiah. It is thought there is much gold and silver

in the interior."
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The story of his voyage need not here be related. We find

in Navarret^'s Coleccion a statement that he had with him

a number of parchment maps reputed to be the work of

Nuiio Garcia by which he directed his course, and we also

know that Diego Ribero had been entrusted with the

construction of charts for the expedition according to

models which the Reinels had supplied. The Sevillan

maps, to which I have referred are the oldest extant which

unmistakably lay down the Magellan discovery. That

our chart-maker wished to call especial attention to the

success of the expedition is exhibited in the two ships he

has here drawn with the subscribed legend "voy amaluco."

If Estevam Gomez carried back to Spain with him a chart

of that southern region, it could hardly have recorded a

strait, since he deserted his commander before completing

the passage. It could hardly have been before 1522, on

the return of Sebastian del Gano that charts were brought

to Spain recording the great geographical discovery. Upon

such reports as were then rendeied, our Sevillan charts

must have been modeled. Along the south coast of the

Strait six names are given, including the significant name

"Tierra de los fuegos."

The Turin-Spanish map lays down about six or eight

degrees of the Pacific coast of South America, north of the

Strait of Magellan, indicating by the legend ''Tierra de

dezember" the point whence Magellan set sail for his cruise

across the Pacific, and the extreme northern point which

he reached before his venture into the open
sea.^^ Not

until 1526 does it appear that this west coast was followed

to the ''rear of Nueva Espafia," as was the expression often

employed in referring to the west coast of Central America.^^

Near a decade passed before we find positive evidence re-

*"
MagdUun'i eoune b uBually marked too far to the south. There U a good chart

of his oourse in the Paoifio in Stanley: First voyage around the World by Magdlan,

in Hakluyt Society publications, No. 62, p. 176; also in .Winsor: Narrative and

Critical Hbtory of America, Vol. II, p. 610.

^
Guevara, a Captain in the expedition of Loaysa, sailing in 1625. During a

storm in June 1626 he was separated from the other vessels of the fleet as he passed

out into the Paoifio through the Strait of Magellan. He sailed northward, without

taking careful observattons of the coast, and in July arrived off the coast of *'Guata-

mala provinola."
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corded on the maps that the entire contour of South America

had become known.^**

The Wolfenbiittel map exhibits the Pacific coast of the

New World from "R: ciego" in ''Guatimala provincia"

to "po. y. provincia de la cibdad de chinchax" which

province or city marks the southern limit of Pizarro's

government of "Peru." "Chinchax'* or Chincha, accord-ing

to the natives, was the name of a rich city and province

in the interior. Between the points designated, thirty-six

names are given. Not all of these can be traced to their

origin, but they were given between the discovery of Balboa

in 1513 and the expedition of Pizarro in 1527, within

which period we know of many expeditions along that

particular section of the coast or along parts of it. There

is some reason for thinking that a part of the coast had

been laid down on a map by Columbus as early as 1504

from data he derived from the natives. The oldest known

chart which has sketched any part of it is one, in the main

of Portuguese origin, of about 1519, representing, off the

coast in Mar del Sur, an exploring party in open boats,

probably drawn from Balboa records.**" This was a prom-ising

region for the Spanish adventurers and gold seekers,

and it is not strange that within so short a time after it

became known we have it so well charted.

Of the islands represented in "Occeanus Occidentalism

(sic) little can here be said. To trace the origin of each of

the names, near one hundred and twenty, would give undue

length to this paper. Only the island "y: de verde" and

"Myadas" in the north Atlantic give evidence of the influ-ence

of early tradition. With but few exceptions the names

recorded are yet retained. Each of the seven islands of

"ISLAs DE LAS AcoREs" has the name given before the

discovery of the New World. The location of the Canaries

is indicated in the legend, "Islas de las Canares," though

individual names are omitted, while the "Islas de Cabo

^"On
many of the early maps this coast is conjecturally laid down. Vid9 suoh

mapB as that of MaioUo 1527, the Verrasano map of 1520.
'

'^Stevenson: Maps, No. 6.

\
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Vebdb" appear with five names. In the "Islas db lab

Lycatob" and "Islas db Caribes" there is an attempt

at a grouping of the New World islands. "Cuba" and

"Haiti" with their neighboring smaller companions are

laid down with relative accuracyi though exhilnting in

their latitude and longitude the common errors of the

Sevillan maps.
In the Grulf of Mexico, along the coast of

Yucatan, of Honduras, and of Venezuela more than forty

island names appear.

On the extreme left of the map a section of the mainland

of "La CShina" is represented, and near this, to the south-east,

the "Pboyincia de Molyca," "Gildio," with many

islands Ijring within "Sinus Magns." At the time the

map was drawn, the Moluccas were attracting particular

attention. Magellan had reached them by sailing west-ward

from Spain, and the word of his discoveries, and of

his death, had been carried back to Spain by Sebastian

del Cano in his vessel the Victoria. The quarrel between

Spain and Portugal, over the possession of the Indian islands

of the east b^;an with the arrival of the reports of this

expedition. The Congress of Badajos of 1524 could not

adjust the difficulties, since it could not definitely settle

the perplexing g^graphical question respecting the exact

location of the Line of Demarcation.

The Treaty of Tordesillas of 1494 had directed that this

line should be drawn 370 leagues west of the Cape Verde

islands from pole to pole but nothing was therein said

concerning its extension aroimd the world. Dawson inter-estingly

suggests that the Line of Demarcation was not

intended to be a terminus ad quern, but a terminus a quo,

that Spain was to be limited only by the eastward progress

of Portugal and that Portgugal was to be limited only by

the westward progi-css of Spaiu.^^^ The i)oiiitconcerning

the extension of the line to the remote east did not there-fore

become a practical one imtil Magellan reached the

Molcucas.^^

^^
Dawion: The line of Demareatioii, p. 406 in Tranaeetions off the Boyel Sooiely

of Cened* 1800.

^*^VuU Stanler. The FInt Voyese around the Woild by Ifegenen in HeUuyi

Society PuUicationa, Vol. 62.
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The Riberomaps lay down the Moluccas as belonging

to Spain, placing them between the Line of Demarcation,

370 leagues west of the Capo Verde Islands, which line is

also made the prime meridian, and the meridian 180^ to

the west, that is within the Spanish hemisphere. Measure-ment

will show the Wolfenbiittel and the Ribero
maps to

be practically identical with respect to the location of

these eastern lands. That some uncertainty existed in

the minds of the map-makers is curiously exhibited m the

duplication of the coast line of "Gilolo."

The "ysa de los ladrones" is laid down, this being the

locality where Magellan had his first impleasant experiences

with the natives, and we also find the "baxos de S : Lorence"

where the Europeans were at first cordially received but

where Magellan lost his life in a conflict with the natives.

On the 11th of February, after months of hardships,

the one remaining vessel, the Victoria, under command

of Sebastian del Cano, left the island of 'Himors" on the

homeward voyage, reaching San Lucar, September 6th,

1522. A new period of discovery now opened, a new type

of world map now made its appearance, of which type

the Wolfenbiittel-Spanish map is an unsurpassed example.

"

Great care
has been exercised in the following pages

to give a correct reading of the legends and names to be

found on the map.
That some of the words have been

misinterpreted is possible. Some of the legends, as given

by the chart-maker, are scarcely intelligible, and the trans-lations

in some instances are conjectural. One can not be

certain in all cases of the spelling of the geographical names.

The
scope of this

paper
has not permitted the printing of

a detailed consideration of the origin of the several names,

more than six hundred, which
appear on the

map. The

names and legends are, however, printed here in full, those

in red being printed in italics.
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TIERA DEL LABRADOR

Laqual fue deBeubierta por Iob

Yng^eseB de la uila de bristol e

por 4 el a dio el lauiao della era

labrador de las ialaa de los acares

le quido este oObre.

TIERA NVEVA DE LOB

BAOALLAOS

Esta tiena fue deaeubierta por Ice

portQgesoB noayen ello coea de

provecho mas Q Iob hacallaoB ^

68 peacado muy bueiio. Aqui

seper diero los oorte Reales.

y:
de la fortuna

g:
de la tormenta

: Juhan

8: po

y: de los saualos

c: henneBBO

6: de las gamas

y: delfu^;o
ysleos de las aves

0: deBlarco

: de frey luis

de8: ciria

de losbacaUaoa

despera
R: delas paras

C: Raaeo

C: des: Palos

TIERA DE ESTEVAM GOMEZ

Laqual deacubrio el afio 1626

por mftdado de au mageatad

eatierra dea pueata para oar pft

82 hemoS mQchea abadancia

y: de S: Juhan

Tierra de loa bretonoa

de la buelta

Oolfo

Montanas

Arenales

R: de8: Maria

C: de muchaa yslaa
y: de 8: Juhan

de los Indies

8: Juhan baptista
R: de buena madre

Montana X de

aaierras

Montanas

R: de a: Antonio

b: de a: Xpoval

C: de arenas

HERA DEL LICENCIADO

AILLOM

R: de 8: tiaco

C: de 8: Jvhan

piaya

h: de S: maria

R: delapuato

C: TrafaJgar

Arboledas

B: dUpHndpe

R: sQcio

C: de s: Roman

a: Jordwn

8: elena

C: de s: elena

C: Grueaao

R: ado

MarhaTa

Arrici"Fea

TIERA DE GARAY

R: aolo

R: Florido

R: d^ conientea

G: Roxo

R: aalado

Canico

Plava

b: ae Juhan ponce

ataliya
Motais

R: de la conception
C: eecondido

Buque

p" baxa

K: de a: Juhan

Coatateaaa

R: de mevea

Anconea

prarelea

Angla
R: de fiorea

elcaliaveral

anconea

motas de aalvator

marpequefia

oatial

R: del epu Ho

TIERA DE PANFILO DE

NARBAEZ

G: de +

G: simco

Tfa de gigantea

R: deloro
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playabaxa

anegados

R: escendido

Malibrigo

C: bravo

tesa Costa

R: de palnuu

R: hmosso

arboledas

Monies

NVEVA ESPANA

Dixo se asi por q se dan sKcrian-

todas las cosas q llcunn dc spafla
y se cose yatrigo en mucha aotin-

dacla.

Panuco

terra de pauos

C: Roxo

ya: de lobos

playa

angla de racones

S: po y, 8: pablo
terra liana

almeria

Unre blanca

Villa Rica laniesa

ViUa Rica

S: y: de olna

R: de vanderas

po: de gada
R: daluartido

Roca partida
Sierros do S: martin

R: dc guasacako

Salinas

Ramhla

la Rambla

de S: anton

R: de palinas

R: des boca

R: de grijaliui

terminos

R: de cristianos

Golfo dulce

S: gilos buena vista

po : de las higueras
C: dez^puntaz
R: de allados

po: de cauallo

K: de pechi

po: de lucal

Triumfo de la+

mfttan

R: de pdidos

Sierra de S: xpual
C: de handurae

decam arena

S^*
de artcifes

ar del la tierra

Cartago

de laorosa

de labiuora

C: de facias a dioa

G: de isleos

cargay

Cerabaro

Arboleda

bela

varaqvfi

po: bello Retrete

acta poco nobre dedia

darien

dabay

CASTILLA DEL ORG

Esta es lagouer naciofi de la grafi

a fa fz ao ble compafiia de los bel

zeres.

Caribana

Capataca

montana alta

Cartagena

laca

po"i0 Zamba

R: Grande

aldea

8: marta

gochire

Ramada

scttirna

C: la vela

qiiaquibacoa

pveblo de p. lanoato

Golfo de Venezuela

moriana de Paraguana
C: de S: Roman

terra de provincia

Paraguohua

Tucuruca?

Golfo Triste

R:

y:
de

guaymacara
G:

moro de la ha ea

ca-

-evh
" acoa

C: de la codera

R: de las viedras

R: de

Macarapana

Macarapana

po canches

Golfo de Paria
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aruca Provincia

R: de Vya " pary

RIO DE MARANOM

Aqui U8 aora apoblar el comendador

diego dordaz estc Rio es muy

caudalossa por quo astando 20

leguas onla mardiz que toman

aqua dulce.

anogados

palmas

R: aaUado

R: de canoaa

Monto espesso

R: dulce

tierra liana

po baxa

R: do labara

arrecifFes

R: Verde

R: salado

arboledas

R: baxo

aldea

C: bianco

furna

Mantanas

R: de la buella

Aldea

R: baxo

Rio de la bueta

"ffirm granda

c: bianco

Costa de lasaa

arbolado

R: de
jMScua

Visto de loxos

costa de paricura

Maranhom

R: de la trenidad

C: del coste

C: del monte

caleta

furna

R: de vicente Yaez pincon
C: Negro

baya apracelada
anglo de la aguada

baya hermosBa

Tierra del pauro

playa del pracel

arboledos

C: de S: Rogue

EL BRASIL

C: de baxoB

parnarabuquo

C: de S: agoatinho

R: del lago
R: de S: hancieco

baxa barilles

po Real

8: hieronimo

haya de todos aantoa

montanas

R: de los cosmos

R: de las estrellas

R: de S: Jorge

montc pascuu

R: de las Ostias

p: de barbora

Baxos de los pargos

baya del Salvador

Sierra de S: lucia

C: frio

R: de Janeyrio
R: de la India

R: de eUremo

po de eebastion

u: de la cananea

R: de S: francisco

y: de S: catalina

po delos patos

R: de los negros

C: de S: ma

trra do Jo de solis

8: Salvador

R: negro

huniay

ysa: de Roderigo alvarez

y: de Xpont Jaques

MVNDVS N 0 W S

EL GRAM RIO DE PARANA

La boca deste Rio descubrio Juhan

do solis el afio do 1515:
" eaqui

lomataro los Indies:
"

fz despues

entro aqui Sebastian gaboto fz

estono en el mas de dos anos fz

subieron el Rio a Riba obra de :

200 : leguas es el Rio ancho

de : 5.6.7.fz 8 leguas fz de

muchos fz diversos pescados

dizentos Q venieron f| ay alii oro

porende olios nolo tnixeron.

S: ana

Paragua

ypitin

El
gram Rio de parana

S: esperitos

TIERA DE PATAGONES

Toda esta terra descubrio Femam

de magallaes el afio de 1520 :

Donde alio ei estrecho por donde
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p0: y provincia de la cibdad de

chinchay: "

PERU PROVINCIA

MAR DEL SYR

y* : de S: Roque

ysleos de S: antonio

S: dara

Samojata

S: Xrenol

(Islands in north Atlantic.)

y: deverde

Maydas

y:
de Jo eatevez

ISLAS DE LAS AGORES

y:
de flores

Fayal

S: Jorge

pico

S: migd

Graciossa

laicucera

ISLAS DE LAS CANAREAS

OCCEANVSOCCIDEN

TALIS

ISLAS DE CABO VERDE

S: antoni

S: vicento

S: lucia

S: niculao

S: tyago

ISLAS DE LOS LVCAYOS

Baxos de babueca

amnana

canana

Mayas guana

ya baque

yuagua

Guanahany

cigatyo

yucayonec

bahama

bimini

Rogues

la Bermuda

ISLA DE CARlbES

boca del drago
la trinidad

tabago
la granada

barbados

vycente

S: lucia

matonino

dfiica (dominica)

marigalante

Deseada

el antiffua

Labarda

S: bartoloine

elaneuila

Sombrero

Anegada

las virgines

passaje

g["
Rico

echeo

C: Roxo

ys daneyuana

al barrom

S: +

S : paual

lafmenos

rodonda

y: de aves

Monserate

guadalupe

CUBA

c: de corrientes

Quaniguanico

yA de pinos

Jardin de la Reyna

Jardin del Rey

C: de +

S: tiago

po: de palmas

p: de mayci
trenidad

y: de lobos

Camariora

Xapua

canan

kavana

C: de S: anton

jamayca

Elnogrillo
bituotas (livoras?)

oristan

bayacares

navaca

Haiti

C: deltiburon

ya baque

altovelo

la beata

S: damingo

S: Catalina

Saona

lamona

0: de higuey
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po de plaia
po: trino

po: Recdl

vaqiiimo dagua

cubana
\.\

S: niculas

fl:uaiia

(Islands in the Gulf of Mexico.)

y: de sacrificios

lazarea

trangulo
alcaoranes

Tortugas
Martires

(Islands east of Yucatan.)

y: liana

todos

s. Svoe

S: fr

lazaro

lapartida

cocumel

amazones

(Islands east of Honduras and on

coast of Venezuela.)

elescudo

y: de la stinientos

de la canao

S: adres

S: catalina

la serrana

yas: de meczo

cativa

tortuga

y": fuerte

yft: dabaru

ys: de stuardo

yAs: de arenas

eiaguja

los mojas
aniba

ctiracaut

Bojrnari

Los Rogues

ysleo
iaorchilla

pucia guari

cubagua

S]
bmnca

arsarita

frayles

testicos

LA CHINA

eantam (The picture of a city

emphasizes the importance of

this place.)

Mataoi

ysa danquenejaga

aguada a prim

aqua de de s: tiago

R: de la ascencion

baxos de los Ramos

C: de pescadore

R: delasal

y:
"20 s: +

Recife daguada

baxos de s: Lorenco

C: de branca teineira

entrada de s: Roman

yas de los ladrones

PROVINCIA DE MALVCO

polaguan

cuhu

caylon
hunhan

y: de negro

bohol

macagua

culuan

Marcelagos

cagayan

quepit

cubuqu

S: ma

taquima

canela

candicot

carragan

Po

colo (The meridian of 180^ on

the Ribero maps passes through

this island.)

Sangil

teruenate

mavaiedorg

motil

machian

hachan

tenedo (7)

bur

ambon

SINVS MAGNS

Mulua

timan

ataffuffuz

Insule hee Q rubro scribte sunt. s.

prouincia de maluco gilolo scm

(secundum) Joannes sebastiano

del cano tali longitudine situantur

qui prime nauis gariofilorum

plena que a maluco uenit. itiden

que primitus orbem circuiuit dux

fuit scm (secunda^ nauigatione

quan ano 1620. 1621. 1622 fecerat.

GILOLO
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